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Abstract: The basic requirements for the design of a switchgear for main 35–220 kV step-down
substations are reliability and efficiency. Switchgear circuits are chosen depending on the number of
supply and transit lines and transformers, the substation’s place in the power supply system, and the
area that can be allocated under the substation construction. The substation switchgear’s reliability
depends on the circuit type and the equipment to be installed. When designing, as a rule, standard
substation switchgear circuit solutions are chosen with often unreasonably overstated reliability
indicators and, as a consequence, capital costs. This paper explores the issues of automated choice of
the best option for the 35–220 kV substation switchgear circuit, considering its structural reliability
and additional costs for the area allocated under the electrical unit. A distinctive feature of the
work is a comprehensive accounting of the reliability indicators of the substation and the influence
of the layout of switchgear circuits as a whole on the performance indicators of future electrical
installations. The developed technique is used at the pre-design stages and allows for reducing
further capital, maintenance, and repair costs for electrical units by up to 14.5%. The developed
approach is implemented in the original TER CAD software product.

Keywords: reliability of power supply; reliability indicator; economic damage from power supply
interruption; switchgear; substation

1. Introduction

The commissioning of new production facilities involves the search for new energy
sources and, as a result, the design and construction of new power grid sections and
substations. The design of these facilities should be guided by the criteria of reliability and
efficiency. To improve the definition of the best balance between these criteria at the design
stage, several problems should be resolved, i.e., determining the best network configuration
and choosing justified options for the circuit and equipment [1].

When developing an algorithm for defining a feasible connection to an external grid,
the component’s throughput and balance limitations should imperatively be considered.
The choice of the optimal connection point should also ensure a reliable and cost-efficient
power supply. The key problem of the algorithm developed is to determine the economic
damage from a power supply interruption [2].

The expediency of structural reliability calculations in the design of power distribution
networks is assessed in [3]. The study results show that structural reliability can affect
the choice of the power grid option. The parameters and performance of power supply
systems should be continuously monitored to assess their reliability. Ref. [4] describes the
key systemic problems of ensuring and improving the reliability of power supply. When
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choosing a circuit, the criteria for the feasibility study of power grid development options [5]
and the issues of justifying the aggregated costs of power equipment for transmission lines
and substations [6] should be considered.

The authors of [6] describe an approach for assessing statistical reliability indicators in
Guangzhou and the development of specific software to improve the efficiency of a power
supply system when assessing its reliability. The time for building an equivalent reliability
block diagram can be reduced with the developed approach based on a recursive algorithm,
as shown in [7]. Ref. [8] describes a monitoring and statistical analysis system for assessing
the reliability of power supply to LV consumers.

Ref. [9] studies a probabilistic approach in assessing power supply reliability for
renewable energy sources. Ref. [10] describes reliability criteria for the design of power
supply systems on commercial vessels. Ref. [11] provides a reliability analysis technique
combining a Monte Carlo simulation with an analytical approach. To assess and monitor the
reliability of power supply systems, their parameters and indicators should be continuously
monitored. Ref. [12] studies the key problems of ensuring and improving the reliability of
power supply.

The monitoring of failures and outages in the transmission and distribution of electrical
power is important to assess the reliability of network components and ensure power supply
to consumers. Ref. [13] analyzed power supply failures and outages to determine the
reliability of the distribution grid. Ref. [14] compares various options of typical substation
circuits in terms of the reliability of industrial power supply systems and chooses the
optimal one.

Ref. [15] describes a systematic procedure for assessing substation development op-
tions using a probabilistic cost/benefit analysis. Such a procedure can be applied to assess
the reliability and cost of various alternatives. In turn, Ref. [16] proposes to improve the
reliability of high-voltage (HV) switchgears using new low-voltage (LV) auxiliary distribu-
tion equipment with integrated condition monitoring functions. To do this, new digital
equipment opportunities are used.

The model proposed by the authors of [17] assesses the switchgear reliability based
on fault tree analysis. A fault tree is built, and the root cause of the failure is tracked
down through a layer-by-layer search. Ref. [18] describes the techniques for assessing
the reliability of the main substation circuit considering grid development, which helps
designers find the grid’s weaknesses and improve its reliability. The universal software for
assessing substation reliability, described in [19], implements a reliability analysis technique
using the minimum section method.

The analysis of publications shows that the use of modern economic criteria is relevant
for choosing optimal design solutions. Therefore, an economic and mathematical model
should be developed.

The study is devoted to the development of an integrated approach to determine the
choice of an appropriate switchgear circuit for 35–220 kV main step-down substations.
The developed technique allows for considering the optimal balance between reliability
and efficiency when choosing a circuit and determining its arrangement depending on the
area occupied by the open switchgear, which will reduce the cost of prospective capital
investments and the cost of maintenance and repair of an electrical installation by up to
14.5%. The approach is implemented in the TER CAD original software product [20]. The
study results are intended for electrical engineering departments of agencies involved in
the design of the electrical parts of power plants and substations.

The paper consists of the following sections: Section 2 discusses in detail the approach
to developing an algorithm for assessing the reliability and efficiency of various circuits of
35–220 kV substation switchgears. Section 3 discusses in detail the issues of determining
equivalent reliability indicators for various switchgear circuits. The calculated values
of reliability indicators for typical circuits are given. Section 4 describes a technique for
determining the circuit arrangement impact on the open switchgear area and provides key
performance indicators. Section 4 provides reference tables with reliability indicators pro-
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vided that standard equipment is installed. In conclusion, the main areas of implementing
the study results are shown.

2. Methodology for Feasibility Study of Choosing a 35–220 kV Open Switchgear
Circuit Option

To identify the appropriate substation switchgear circuit option, a comprehensive
methodology was developed, shown in Figure 1.
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The source data for the calculation (block 1, Figure 1) suppose manual input, as follows:

• The type and number of power transformers, HV, and LV breaker cells;
• The substation locations (regional attribution), main switchgear circuit, and rated

voltage;
• Reliability indicators of power equipment: transmission lines, power transformers,

disconnectors, switches;
• Transformer load power;
• The highest load hours and the cost of power losses;
• The load type: industrial enterprise, city, and rural grids.

After entering the source data for the calculation, possible switchgear circuit options k
are determined according to the design standards (block 2, Figure 1).

Then (block 3, Figure 1), reliability indicators (failure flow parameter, recovery time)
are calculated for each circuit. The calculation for busbar and ring circuits is given in more
detail in Section 3 hereof.

Some of the possible switchgear circuit options may have several arrangements. The
layout of equipment on an open switchgear affects the area occupied by the substation and
the efficiency of its space filling. This is discussed in more detail in Section 4 hereof.

Then, for the best circuit arrangement, the damage from a power outage is determined
depending on the obtained values using the methodology described in [2].

Based on the calculation results, reliability, technical, and economic indicators of possi-
ble circuit options are derived, considering the feasibility of implementing the
circuit arrangement.

3. Assessing the Structural Reliability of Switchgear Circuits

According to the design standards, there are several possible options for the design of
switchgear circuits with more than 3 connections. Moreover, each circuit will be character-
ized by different equivalent reliability indicators, provided that each option comprises the
same type of equipment installed (with the same reliability indicators).

In this study, equivalent reliability indicators were calculated for possible switchgear
circuit options.

Initially, for each circuit, its characteristics and operation logic, as well as the specifics
of switching operations and redundancy, were determined.

A detailed example is given for a single operating switchable and transfer busbar with
transformers connected to bus sections via 2 breakers (Figure 2).

In this scheme, the transfer busbar system allows for the redundancy of the supply
line and transformer breaker cells. The busbar coupler ensures the emergency operation
of two bus sections at the outage of one of the supply lines. Transformer redundancy
is arranged on the LV side using an air circuit breaker. Uninterruptable operation of
transformers is ensured by their connection via the breaker junction.

For this circuit, a reliability block diagram was built considering the performance
of transformers, breakers, power lines, and disconnectors (Figure 2b). The circuit redun-
dancy of equipment and supply lines is considered when building a circuit. The following
symbols are used in this circuit: TV—voltage transformer, Q—breaker, FV—surge arrestor,
QS—disconnector; T—transformer, W—overhead transmission line, TA—current transformer.

Equivalent transformations are made using well-known equations for series, parallel,
and mixed connections of elements [2].

For all structural reliability calculations, three main reliability indicators are deter-
mined: the forced downtime coefficient (K), the failure flow parameter (ω), and the recovery
time (Trec(eqv)). During calculations, block diagrams are transformed relative to two pos-
sible connection options—serial and parallel—while for each stage of equivalence, the
calculation is carried out relative to the parameter failure rate and forced downtime ratio.
The recovery time is determined by the equivalent values of the specified parameters at the
final stage of calculations. In the calculation process, the failure rate parameter is taken in
units of 1/year, and the resulting recovery time is given in hours.
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Reliability indicators, as a rule, must be taken either from reference tables, or data
calculated directly for the object must be entered. When calculating the reliability indicators
of power transmission lines, the length of the line must be taken into account for the value
of the failure current parameter (the reference value of the failure flow parameter must be
multiplied by the length expressed in kilometers).

Detailed calculation for the circuit under consideration (Figure 2b):
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K1 = K(QS1) + K(QS10) + K(Q4) + K(QS11);
ω1 = ω(QS1) +ω(QS10) +ω(Q4) +ω(QS11);

ω2 = ω1 ·
(

K(QS2) + K(Q1) + K(QS3)

)
+

(
ω(QS2) +ω(Q1) +ω(QS3)

)
· K1 +ω(W1);

K2 = K1 ·
(

K(QS2) + K(Q1) + K(QS3)

)
+ K(W1);

K3 = K(QS17) + K(Q4) + K(QS10) + K(QS12);
ω3 = ω(QS17) +ω(QS10) +ω(Q4) +ω(QS12);

ω4 = ω3 ·
(

K(QS18) + K(Q7) + K(QS19)

)
+

(
ω(QS18) +ω(Q7) +ω(QS19)

)
· K3 +ω(W2);

K4 = K3 ·
(

K(QS18) + K(Q7) + K(QS19)

)
+ K(W2);

K5 = K(QS8) + K(Q3) + K(QS7);
ω5 = ω(QS8) +ω(Q3) +ω(QS7);

ω6 = ω5 ·
(

K(QS6) + K(Q2) + K(QS7)

)
+

(
ω(QS6) +ω(Q2) +ω(QS7)

)
· K5;

K6 = K5 ·
(

K(QS6) + K(Q7) + K(QS7)

)
;

ωeqv = ω2 · K4 +ω4 · K2 +ω6 +ω(T1) · K(T2) +ω(T2) · K(T1);
Keqv = K2 · K4 + K6 + K(T1) · K(T2);

Trec(eqv) =
K(eqv)
ωeqv

,

(1)

when K1–K6—intermediate values of the coefficients of forced downtime during equivalence;
ω1–ω6—intermediate values of the failure flow parameter during equivalence, 1/year;
K(QS1) . . . K(QS19); K(Q1) . . . K(Q7); K(T1)–K(T2); K(W1)–K(W2)—forced downtime coeffi-

cients for disconnectors, switches, transformers, and power lines, determined for electrical
equipment of block Figure 2b;

ω(QS1) . . . ω(QS19); ω(Q1) . . . ω(Q7); ω(T1)–ω(T2); ω(W1)–ω(W2)—the parameter of the
failure flow of disconnectors, switches, transformers, and power lines determined for the
electrical equipment of the block Figure 2b, 1/year;

ωeqv—the equivalent value of the failure flow parameter of the switchgear circuit in
question, 1/year;

Keqv—the equivalent value of the forced downtime coefficient of the switchgear circuit
in question;

Trec(eqv)—the equivalent value of recovery time of the switchgear circuit in question, year.
In the calculation algorithm, the equivalence process can generally be represented in

the form of parallel and series-connected elements: power transmission lines, disconnectors,
switches, and transformers.

The common process of determining the equivalent values of the recovery time and
the failure flow parameter can be expressed as the following diagram indicating series ‘–‘
and parallel ‘||’ connections:

((W1 − ((QS − Q − QS)II(QS − QS − Q − QS)))II(W2 − ((QS − Q − QS)II
II(QS − QS − Q − QS))))− ((QS − Q − QS)II(QS − Q − QS))− (T1IIT2).

(2)

When considering expression (2), for example, the symbol (QS − Q − QS) means a se-
rial connection of a linear disconnector, a switch, and a bus disconnector;
(T1IIT2)—parallel connection of power transformers.

A similar approach was applied for all possible 35–220 kV switchgear circuits (Table 1).
An algorithm for calculating reliability indicators for a ring circuit with advanced

reliability indicators is given below as an example. The calculation of ring circuits, unlike
circuits with busbars, has a number of features, especially when the equipment is operating
in emergency modes. Such circuits of distribution devices for a voltage of 35–220 kV
include circuits—a quadrangle and a hexagon. These schemes are intended for use at
hub or transit substations. The circuits are more economical than busbar circuits since the
number of connections (lines and transformers) corresponds to the number of switches,
and the reliability of these circuits is not inferior to the indicators for the previous version.
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Figure 3 shows the hexagon circuit. The transformers are connected via a junction of
breakers redundant to each other. When one transformer is disconnected, redundancy is
provided on the LV side using an ACB. In the calculation, the longest overhead transmission
line is used.

Table 1. Circuits of Open Switchgears of 35–220 kV Substations.

Circuit No. Circuit Description Voltage, kV

1 Unit with disconnector 35, 110, 220
3H Unit with breaker 35, 110, 220
4H Two units with a breaker and a line-side

non-automatic jumper 35, 110, 220

5H Bridge with a line circuit breaker and a line-side
maintenance jumper 35, 110, 220

5AH Bridge with a transformer circuit breaker and a
transformer-side maintenance jumper 35, 110, 220

6 Entry-termination 110, 220
6H Triangle 110, 220
7 Quadrangle 110, 220
8 Hexagon 110, 220
9 Single operating switchable busbar 35, 110, 220

9H
Single operating switchable by the number of transformers
busbar with transformers connected to bus sections via a
breaker junction

110, 220

9AH Single operating switchable busbar with critical loads
connected via a one-and-a-half breaker circuit 110, 220

12 Single operating switchable and transfer busbar 110, 220

12H Single operating switchable and transfer busbar with
transformers connected to bus sections via 2 breakers 110, 220

13 Two operating busbars 110, 220
13H Two operating and one transfer busbars 110, 220

14 Two operating and one transfer busbars with two bypass and
two busbar coupling breakers 110, 220
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Connection of elements of a reliability block diagram for the Hexagon switchgear circuit:

((W − QS)II(QS − Q − QS))− ((QS − T)II(QS − T)). (3)

For the circuits specified in Table 1, equivalent reliability indicators are determined by
typical equipment values (Table 2) in the example of 220 kV circuits and equipment (Table 3).

The reliability indicators of the elements are determined either by reference tables or
by the actual values of the failures of the elements of the object in question. Table 2 shows
unified reliability indicators for single-chain overhead power lines, disconnectors (bus and
linear), high-voltage switches, and power transformers, with unified reliability indicators
for a power of 10–80 MVA.

The reliability indicators indicated in Table 2 in the reference sources can also be given
for the voltage levels of 35 kV and 110 kV.

Table 2. Typical Reliability Indicators for 220 kV Power Equipment.

Equipment Reliability Parameters
Voltage, kV

220

Single-circuit overhead line on steel supports,
1 km long

ω, 1/year 0.005
K 11

T, h. 0.055

Disconnector
ω, 1/year 0.01

K 7
T, h. 0.07

Air circuit breaker
ω, 1/year 0.03

K 43.8
T, h. 1.314

Transformer with a power of 10. . .80 MVA
ω, 1/year 0.035

K 60
T, h. 2.1
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In order to speed up pre-design calculations for choosing the optimal circuit of the
distribution device in the developed software product, equivalent reliability indicators
were calculated based on the principles specified for algorithms (2) and (3). The following
conventions were used in the calculations—the length of the supply line, all other things
being equal, was 1 km, and the calculation was carried out for two possible variants of
transformer capacities of 10–80 MVA and a capacity of more than 80 MVA. It is advisable
to use the obtained values of equivalent reliability indicators to evaluate the choice of a
possible substation switchgear option.

Table 3. The 220 kV OSC Reliability Indicators.

Circuit No. Indicators
Transformer Power, MVA

10. . .80 Over 80

Unit with disconnector
ω, 1/year 0.05 0.04

K 2.225 1.625
T, h. 44.5 40.625

Unit with breaker
ω, 1/year 0.09 0.08

K 3.609 3.009
T, h. 40.1 37.6125

Two units with a breaker and a line-side non-automatic jumper
ω, 1/year 0.6079 0.4468

K 12.6465 8.7417
T, h. 20.8026 19.563

Bridge with a line circuit breaker and a line-side maintenance jumper
ω, 1/year 0.5167 0.4313

K 9.18 6.936
T, h. 17.7664 16.0814

Bridge with a transformer circuit breaker and a transformer-side
maintenance jumper

ω, 1/year 0.4005 0.3151
K 7.2021 4.9581

T, h. 17.9797 15.7316

Entry-termination
ω, 1/year 0.2109 0.2009

K 4.447 3.847
T, h. 21.0772 19.1406

Triangle
ω, 1/year 0.2502 0.2402

K 4.6632 4.0632
T, h. 18.6328 16.9111

Quadrangle
ω, 1/year 0.2225 0.1371

K 4.8887 2.6447
T, h. 21.971 19.2894

Hexagon
ω, 1/year 0.2233 0.1379

K 4.8906 2.6466
T, h. 21.8958 19.1841

Single operating switchable busbar
ω, 1/year 0.844 0.6963

K 16.6094 12.7886
T, h. 19.6791 18.3657

Single operating switchable by the number of transformers busbar with
transformers connected to bus sections via a breaker junction

ω, 1/year 0.3507 0.2653
K 6.9029 4.6589

T, h. 19.6823 17.5598

Single operating switchable busbar with critical loads connected via a
one-and-a-half breaker circuit

ω, 1/year 0.3891 0.3037
K 7.1152 4.8712

T, h. 18.2865 16.0398

Single operating switchable and transfer busbar
ω, 1/year 1.4339 1.3619

K 15.0847 12.9247
T, h. 10.5199 9.4901

Single operating switchable and transfer busbar with transformers connected
to bus sections via 2 breakers

ω, 1/year 1.0574 0.9854
K 11.681 9.521

T, h. 11.0467 9.6619

Two operating busbars
ω, 1/year 0.462 0.39

K 9.9831 7.8231
T, h. 21.606 20.0566

Two operating and one transfer busbars
ω, 1/year 1.2798 1.2078

K 14.4005 12.2405
T, h. 11.2513 10.1337

Two operating and one transfer busbars with two bypass and two busbar
coupling breakers

ω, 1/year 1.4546 1.3826
K 15.2583 13.0983

T, h. 10.4896 9.4736

The obtained values can be used in pre-design choosing the best switchgear circuit
option to determine the material damage from the power supply outage [2].
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In these tables: ω is the failure flow parameter, 1/year; K is the forced outage factor;
and T is the recovery time, years.

4. Assessing the Area Occupied by a 35–220 kV Substation Switchgear

As noted above, the area occupied by the substation depends on the switchgear circuit
and its arrangement, and the layout of the switchgear elements also affects the efficiency
of its space-filling. To identify a feasible circuit option considering the rational layout of
equipment on the open switchgear territory, the effectively occupied areas of switchgear
circuits have been determined herein.

For each of the aforementioned circuits, a comprehensive calculation of the areas
was performed while determining the standard-size areas occupied by various equipment
depending on the voltage (Table 4).

Table 4. Factual Calculation of Areas for the Cells under Consideration.

Approximate Areas, m2 Comments 35 kV 110 kV 220 kV

SP-D the area between the bus portal and the bus disconnector 15 36 97.79
SD-P-D = SD-S

the area between two line disconnectors//area from the bus
disconnector to the busbar support - 54 129.36

SP-P = SLP the area between two bus portals//area between two line portals 42 99 331.1
SHP the area of half of the bus portal of the given cell 12 18 111.65

SP-LP the area from the bus portal to the line portal - 67.5 165.55
SLP-D the area from the linear portal to the disconnector - 22.5 46.2
SHF-D the area between the HF stopper and the line disconnector 12 - -
SP-SA the area between the portal and surge arrester - 67.5 165.242

SD-B+TA-P
=SS-B;+TA-P

the area between the line disconnector and the first bus portal, including
the area of the circuit breaker and TA//area from the support to the bus
portal, including the areas of the circuit breaker and TA

60 175.5 435.05

SP-D-TV the area from the bus portal to the TV, including the bus disconnector 36.6 94.5 159.39
SES the empty space area 144 459 1288.98

This example is discussed in detail in terms of a circuit with a single operating section-
alized busbar with transformers connected to bus sections via a breaker junction (Figure 2).
This circuit can be implemented in two arrangements with a single and double row of
breakers (Figures 4 and 5, respectively).
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Figure 6 shows the algorithm for determining the open switchgear area for the circuit
under consideration.

The areas S1–S5 are defined according to Table 4:

S1 = SHF-D + SD-B;+TA-P + SP-P + SHP;
S2 = SHF-D + SD-B;+TA-P + SP-P + SHP;

S3 = (SD-B;+TA-P + SP-P + SP-LP)·2;
S4 = (SD-B;+TA-P + SP-P + SP-LP)·2;

S5 = SP-D-TV + SP-P;
Stotal = S1+ S2+ S3+ S4+ S5.

For example, the areas of these circuits were calculated for m supply lines and n transit
lines. The results are given in Table 5.

Table 5. Resulting Switchgear Areas.

m n Urated, kV Circuit Area, m2 Efficiency, %

2 6 110
9H (1) 3447 89.03

9H (2) 2763 100.00

3 2 220
9H (1) 5788.2 53.02

9H (2) 5104.2 100.00
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After determining the area occupied by the switchgear circuit, it is expedient to
determine the efficiency of the switchgear area space filling. First, the total switchgear
area (4) and then, the efficiency of its space filling (5).

∑ S = SC1 + SC2 + . . . + SCk; (4)

where SCk is the area of k-cell, and ∑ S is the resulting (total) switchgear area for the
given arrangement.

E =
SOC

∑ S
· 100% =

∑ S − SE

∑ S
· 100%; (5)

where SOC is the area occupied by equipment; SE is the empty area; and E is the space-filling
efficiency of the switchgear area with equipment.

As a rule, the technical and economic comparison of options is performed based
on cost indicators, i.e., in this case, to determine the feasible arrangement, the land
rental/purchasing costs should be calculated by Equation (6):

C = S · P · kinf · kz, (6)

where S is the switchgear area, m2; P is the standard price of land in the constituent
entities of the Russian Federation, USD/m2; kinf is the inflation factor; and kz is the zonal
multiplying factor to the base cost of power grid facilities.

The economic efficiency of this measure (choosing the best arrangement for an open
switchgear circuit) is determined as follows (7):

Ee = C1 − C2 = (S1 − S2) · P · kinf · kz, (7)
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where C1 and C2 are the land rental/purchasing costs for the compared switchgear circuit
arrangements, m2.

According to Equation (7), S1 and S2 are variables, and their difference will change
regardless of the remaining components of the equation P, kinf, and kz. This difference also
explicitly reflects the efficiency of one or another option (if the result is negative, S1 will
be the most optimal; if the result is positive, on the contrary, S2 will be less than S1). Thus,
further calculations can be performed based on S1 and S2, omitting the cost component.

Herewith, the economic (7) and switchgear area space-filling efficiency (6) can be
interrelated as follows (8)–(9):

Ee ≈ E, (8)

S1 − S2 ∼ SOC1

∑ S1
− SOC2

∑ S2
. (9)

Therefore, both the minimum of alienated land for the switchgear construction (10)
and the switchgear area space-filling efficiency (11) can be taken as an optimality criterion.

∑ S → min, (10)

E → max (11)

The switchgear area space-filling efficiency for the considered circuit is given in Table 5.
These indicators were determined for all switchgear circuits specified in Table 1.

5. Conclusions

The developed approach allows for identifying the best substation switchgear circuit
in terms of power supply reliability and efficiency at the pre-design stage. Reliability is
determined by the structural diagram and equipment, and cost efficiency—by assessing
the substation switchgear area space-filling efficiency.

The developed approach is implemented in the TER CAD original software prod-
uct [20]. The economic effect reaches 14.5% due to cost savings during the construction and
operation of power facilities.

The study results are intended for electrical engineering departments of agencies
involved in the design of the electrical part of substations.
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